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 Photoshop’s primary strength is as a pixel-based image editor, unlike 
vector-based image editors. Photoshop also enables vector graphics editing 
through its Paths, Pen tools, Shape tools, Shape Layers, Type tools, Import 
command, and Smart Object functions. These tools and commands are 
convenient to combine pixel-based and vector-based images in one 
Photoshop document, because it may not be necessary to use more 
than one program. 

To create very complex vector graphics with numerous shapes and 
colors, it may be easier to use software that was created primarily for 
that purpose, such as Adobe Illustrator or CorelDRAW. Photoshop’s 
non-destructive Smart Objects can also import complex vector shapes.



A raster graphics image, or bitmap, is 
a dot matrix data structure representing 
a generally rectangular grid of pixels, or 
points of color, viewable via a monitor, 
paper, or other display medium. 

Raster images are stored in image files 
with varying formats.

A bitmap corresponds bit-for-bit with an 
image displayed on a screen, generally 
in the same format used for storage in 
the display’s video memory, or maybe 
as a device-independent bitmap. 

A bitmap is technically characterized by 
the width and height of the image in 
pixels and by the number of bits per 
pixel (a color depth, which determines 
the number of colors it can represent).



Vector graphics is the use of geometrical primitives such as points, lines, 
curves, and shapes or polygon(s), which are all based on mathematical 
expressions, to represent images in computer graphics. “Vector”, in this 
context, implies more than a straight line.

Vector graphics are based on vectors (also called paths, or strokes) which 
lead through locations called control points. 

Each of these points has a definite position on the x and y axes of the work 
plan. 

Each point, as well, is a variety of database, including the location of the 
point in the work space and the direction of the vector (which is what defines 
the direction of the track).

 Each track can be assigned a color, a shape, a thickness and also a fill. 

This does not affect the size of the files in a substantial way because all in-
formation resides in the structure; it describes how to draw the vector.



Getting to Know the Work Area
 Starting to Work in Adobe Photoshop
 Using the Tools
 Using the Options Bar and other Panels
 Undoing Actions in Photoshop
 Customising the Workspace

Start a New Document
 Resolutions and Image size
 Resizing the Canvas
 
About Layers
 Using the Layers Panel
 Rearranging Layers
 Applying a Gradient to a Layer
 Applying a Layer Style
 Moving Layers between Documents
 Colorising with an Adjustment Layer
 Grouping and Clipping Layers

Image Editing
 Straightening and Cropping an Image
 Making Automatic Adjustments
 Manually Adjusting the Tonal Range
 Comparing Automatic and Manual Results
 Repairing Areas with the Clone Stamp Tool
 Applying the Unsharp Mask Filter

Working with Selections
 About Selecting and Selection Tools
 Using the Quick Selection Tools
 Moving a Selected Area
 Manipulating Selections
 Using the Magic Want Tool
 Selecting with the Lasso Tool
 Rotating a Selection
 Selecting with the Magnetic Lasso Tool
 Cropping an Image and Erasing within a Selection
 Refining the Edge of a Selection

Working with Masks
 Creating a Quick Mask
 Removing the Background from an Image
 Using Type as a Mask

Typographic Design
 About Type
 Creating a Clipping Mask from Type
 Creating a Design Element from Type
 Using Interactive Formatting Controls
 Warping Point Type
 Designing a Paragraph of Type
 Warping a Layer

Saving Completed Images
 Flattening and Saving Files
 Saving Images for Use in Print Applications
 Saving Images for the Web
 Saving Images as PDF
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PALETTES

MENU BAR

most commonly used palettes. 
Character
Paragraph
Layers
Navigator

http://justcreative.com/2012/04/17/web-design-workspace-photoshop/

http://justcreative.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/TheUltimate-WebDesign-Workspace.zip

WORKSPACES



Upon loading 
Photoshop, a sidebar with 
a variety of tools with 
multiple image-editing 
functions appears to the 
left of the screen. 

These tools typically 
fall under the categories 
of cropping and slicing; 
drawing; painting; 
measuring and navigation; 
selection; typing; 
and retouching.
 
Some tools contain a 
small triangle in the 
bottom right of the 
toolbox icon. 

These can be expanded 
to reveal similar tools.

http://www.tutorialboard.net/
toolspanel/
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